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3.3.10 LEADERSHIP & LIFELONG LEARNING TASKFORCE’S REPORT
by Dr. Antoinette Rüegg, Chair

%VSJOH�UIJT�BHJUBUFE�UFSN�WFSZ�EJêFSFOU�UBTLT�IBE�UP�CF�TPMWFE�

 1. Development of the PILOT TOOL 2014 - 2021

ɨF�HPBM�PG�UIJT�1*-05�XBT�UP�FTUBCMJTI�BOE�UFTU�EJHJUBM�UPPMT�XIJDI�VTF�UIF�VOJRVF�QPUFOUJBM�BOE�FYQFSUJTF�PG�UIF�
members of our worldwide network and show the performances of BPW on all levels in a sustainable manner.
Result: !e following 3 tools proved successful.�ɨF�i.FNCFS�1SPKFDUTw�UIF�i$PMMFDUJPO�PG�5JUMFT�PG�$MVC���
Federation Projects” and the “Experts”. Please "nd all information, reports, registrations and guidelines on the 
website: http://www.bpw-projects.org

 2. A special triennium regarding leadership on international BPW level

 2.1 !e triennium was overshadowed by a strong con"ict between the outgoing and incoming President. 
A never previously witnessed aggressive polarization took place, which absorbed a lot of energy of all leaders, 
damaging the organization.

Concerning LEADERSHIP, #ghting a democratically elected President from the beginning is not very 
smart. If a president shows clear inabilities, it would be smarter to try to compensate for these inabilities and 
QSPëU�GSPN�IFS�PVUTUBOEJOH�RVBMJUJFT��8FBLFOJOH�BO�FMFDUFE�1SFTJEFOU�EPFTO�U�NBLF�IFS�CFUUFS�PO�UIF�DPOUSBSZ��
What is the true motivation of such a behavior? For me the term was not a pleasant one but a very impressive 
lesson could be learned regarding the development of a war. Manipulation strategies could be observed and 
studied and what happens if beliefs and stories replace facts and constitution. Everything can be twisted in a very 
impressive manner and followers can be found.
      2.2.  Special Tasks

At their Executive Board Meeting in Bangkok in October 2018, in place of the Final Congress Accounts 2017 
UIF�&YFDVUJWF�#PBSE�.FNCFST�SFDFJWFE�EJêFSFOU�QBQFST�MJLF�CVEHFUT�JOWPJDFT�BOE�B�VOëOBMJ[FE�QSPëU�MPTT�TUBUF-
ment for decision-making. For making a fact-based decision, papers have to be clear and therefore I analyzed 
them which took me several days. !e result was very impressive. !e investigated papers and a summary of 
my analysis (12 points statement) are published on https://bpw-cairocongressaccounts.jimdofree.com.

     3.  BPW International Leaders’ Summits 2018 & 2019 in New York

Both Summits were fully booked. !e "rst day was dedicated to BPW leadership topics, the second day to pro-
jects. !e preparation work was done by a closed Facebook group. 

     4.  Website and digital Tools

Please "nd all Taskforce information on the website https://www.bpw-leadershiplifelonglearning.org.
!e learning and the exchange of experiences by use of digital tools will become more and more important. A 
XFCJOBS�TFRVFODF�JT�JO�QSPDFTT�PG�QMBOOJOH�
A big thank you to our webmaster Ursula Schmid who o$ers us her services for free.

     5.  Task-force Members from Europe

!ey obviously decided to go their own track. In a voluntary working context, it is important to let people do 
what they are motivated to do. Not having received any information I thank them for their commitment and 
wish them success and satisfaction.


